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TRACTABLE MEASURE OF COMPONENT OVERLAP
FOR GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELS
EWA NOWAKOWSKA, JACEK KORONACKI, AND STAN LIPOVETSKY
Abstract. The ability to quantify distinctness of a cluster structure is fun-
damental for certain simulation studies, in particular for those comparing per-
formance of different classification algorithms. The intrinsic integral measure
based on the overlap of corresponding mixture components is often analyt-
ically intractable. This is also the case for Gaussian mixture models with
unequal covariance matrices when space dimension d > 1. In this work we
focus on Gaussian mixture models and at the sample level we assume the class
assignments to be known. We derive a measure of component overlap based
on eigenvalues of a generalized eigenproblem that represents Fisher’s discrim-
inant task. We explain rationale behind it and present simulation results that
show how well it can reflect the behavior of the integral measure in its lin-
ear approximation. The analyzed coefficient possesses the advantage of being
analytically tractable and numerically computable even in complex setups.
1. Introduction
1.1. Overview. There are numerous measures designed to capture distance be-
tween distributions or – more specifically – overlap between components of a Gauss-
ian mixture model. One of the oldest is the Bhattacharyya coefficient (see for
instance [1] or [2]), which reflects the amount of overlap between two statistical
samples or distributions, a generalization of Mahalanobis distance described in [3]
or [4]. In the context of information theory the most generic is the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (see [5]) – a non-symmetric measure of difference between two distribu-
tions, also interpreted as expected discrimination information, which sets the link
with possible classification performance. In [6] an overlap coefficient is proposed
that measures agreement between two distributions, it is applied to samples of data
coming from normal distributions. Among more recent works, in [7] a c-separation
measure between multidimensional Gaussian distributions is defined, later devel-
oped in [8] as exact-c-separation. In [9], in the setup simplified to two clusters k = 2
and two dimensions d = 2, overlap rate is defined as a ratio of the joint density
in its saddle point to its lower peak. The concept of ridge curve is introduced and
further developed in [10] and [11], generalized to arbitrary number of dimensions
and clusters, turning the ridge curve into a ridgeline manifold of the dimension
k − 1.
All the measures use the parameters of the distributions to assess the overlap
between the components and are typically formulated in terms of the underlying
model. However, they can also be applied at the data level, as long as the class
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(or cluster) assignment is known. Then the model parameter estimates are used
instead instead.
1.2. Content. In Section 2 we recall the generic concept of component overlap and
its best linear approximation, we also show an example of an overlap assessment
approach and point to common difficulties. Then, in Section 3 we introduce what
we refer to as Fisher’s distinctness measure and we explain rationale behind it.
Finally, in Section 4 we show results of a simulation study that illustrates how
well the Fisher’s coefficient can reflect the linear approximation of the original
intractable overlap coefficient.
2. Overlap of Distributions
2.1. Integral measure. The most generic and natural coefficient of overlap be-
tween components is what follows directly from the mixture definition:
MLEerr = 1−
∫
Rd
max
(
pi1f1(µ1,Σ1), . . . , pikfk(µk,Σk)
)
(x)dx,
which for k = 2 classes simplifies to
(1) MLEerr =
∫
Rd
min
(
pi1f1(µ1,Σ1), pi2f2(µ2,Σ2)
)
(x)dx,
where for d ≥ 1 by fi, i = 1, . . . , k we denote component densities and by pii,
i = 1, . . . , k their corresponding mixing factors. Throughout this work we will
assume though that equal mixing factors are assigned to all the components, which
corresponds to balanced cluster sizes at the sample level. Coefficient (1) measures
the actual overlap between two probability distribution and for d = 1 is illustrated
in Figure 1. It coincides with intuitive understanding of components’ overlap and
with its expected behavior — grows with increasing within cluster dispersion (or
variance, for d = 1) and decreasing distance between cluster centers. Also, it
exhibits a strong link with classification performance, setting the upper limit for
possible predictive accuracy in terms of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (see
for instance [12]). Namely, best classification procedures based on likelihood ratio
(MLE) or — equivalently — on its logarithm are given by
(2) loglik(f1, f2)(x) = log
(
f2(µ2,Σ2)(x)
f1(µ1,Σ1)(x)
)
.
Figure 1. Overlap (dark shadow) between
k = 2 Gaussian components in d = 1 dimen-
sion, concept illustration.
For the value of (2) less than a con-
stant observation x is classified to the
first cluster, to the second otherwise.
Hence the area of overlap between
the components, as given by 1, cor-
responds to the expected proportion
of observations that are incorrectly
classified by MLE-classification rule,
based on the (estimated) parameters
of the mixture. Therefore (1) is de-
noted by MLEerr and alternatively
referred to as MLE-misclassification
or error rate.
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The fundamental problem with formula (1), and also one of the reasons for nu-
merous alternative approaches to overlap assessment, is that (1) is hardly tractable
for mixtures with different covariance matrices in higher dimensions. Handling it
analytically would require integrating functions of Gaussian density over regions
whose description often does not possess a tractable formulaic description either.
Therefore, it can only be treated as a theoretical overlap coefficient for Gaussian
mixture models and for practical applications replaced with other approaches.
2.2. Best linear approximation. The authors of [13] propose an approximation
of (1) — best linear separator for k = 2 Gaussian components in d ≥ 1 dimensions
and an algorithm to determine it for a given data set X. They derive a linear
function of x ∈ Rd given by a vector b ∈ Rd such that for a given constant c ∈ R
inequality bTx ≤ c classifies observation x to the first cluster, while bTx > c to
the second. Vector b and constant c are obtained iteratively in order to minimize
maximal probability of misclassification. As this approach will be used in our
simulations, it is described below in more details following [13].
For x coming from component l = 1, 2, bTx has a univariate normal distribution
with mean bTµl and variance bTΣlb. As such, the probability of misclassifying
observation x when it comes from the first population l = 1 equals
(3)
P1
(
bTx > c
)
= P1
(
bTx− bTµ1
bTΣ1b
>
c− bTµ1
bTΣ1b
)
= 1− Φ
(
c− bTµ1
bTΣ1b
)
= 1− Φ(u1),
where Φ denotes cumulative distribution function for a univariate standardized
normal distribution (centered at zero, with variance equal to one) and u1 = c−b
Tµ1
bTΣ1b
.
Similarly, probability of misclassifying observation x when it comes from the second
population l = 2 equals
(4) P2
(
bTx ≤ c) = P1(bTx− bTµ2
bTΣ2b
≤ c− b
Tµ2
bTΣ2b
)
=
= Φ
(
c− bTµ2
bTΣ2b
)
= 1− Φ
(
bTµ2 − c
bTΣ2b
)
= 1− Φ (u2) ,
for u2 = b
Tµ2−c
bTΣ2b
. As Φ is monotonic, the task
max
(
P1(u1),P2(u2)
) −→ min
b∈Rd
c∈R
is equivalent to
(5) min(u1, u2) −→ max
b∈Rd
c∈R
,
which is more convenient to work with. As the objective is to find b ∈ Rd and
c ∈ R that minimize maximal probability of misclassification, we will refer to the
resulting procedure as a minimax procedure. Analytical formulation of admissible
procedures for b and c leads to the following characterization
(6) b = (t1Σ1 + t2Σ2)
−1
(µ2 − µ1)
and
(7) c = bTµ1 + t1bTΣ1b = bTµ2 − t2bTΣ2b,
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where t1 ∈ R and t2 ∈ R are scalars. Minimax procedure is an admissible procedure
with u1 = u2. As such, for t = t1 = (1− t2) the following equality must hold
(8) 0 = u21 − u22 = t2bTΣ1b− (1− t)2bTΣ2b = bT
[
t2Σ1 − (1− t)2Σ2
]
b.
Equation (8) for t can be solved numerically by means of iterative procedure.
With the above derivations, for a mixture of k = 2 components in d ≥ 1 di-
mensions with parameters µ1,Σ1 and µ2,Σ2 respectively, the following algorithm
provides best linear separator in terms of minimizing the maximal probability of
misclassification.
Algorithm 2.1: BestLinearSeparator(µ1,Σ1, µ2,Σ2, prec)
initialize incr, crit, t
repeat
calculate b with (6)
calculate crit with (8)
if crit > prec
then t← t− incr
if crit < −prec
then t← t+ incr
incr ← incr · 12
until criterion crit given by (8) met with expected precision prec
calculate c with (7)
calculate u1 and u2 and the probabilities of misclassification with (3) and (4)
calculate overall probability of misclassification Pminmax = max(P1(u1),P2(u2))
return (Pminmax, b, c, t)
Note that the value of assumed precision prec must be given, while the values
of scalar t, criterion crit and increment incr must be initialized. What is more,
Pminmax = P1(u1) = P2(u2)) as for the minimax procedure u1 = u2 must hold.
Note, that Pminmax may be considered a measure of overlap as a result of linear
approximation of criterion (2). If Σ1 = Σ2, formula (2) and its linear approximation
given by b and c coincide, which is sure not the case for Σ1 6= Σ2.
2.3. The challenge of replacement. Degree of overlap between mixture compo-
nents is critical for classification performance and must be assessed for simulation
purposes and comparison of classification methods, hence the interest in the topic.
There are many measures proposed in the literature that possess the property of
being tractable even in a complex setup, however it is highly required that their
behavior reflects the behavior of MLEerr based either on (1) or on its linear approx-
imation of the previous subsection. However, this is not always the case, as shown
in the below example.
E-distance. The method for overlap assessment proposed in [14] does not as-
sume underling normal mixture model, however it can be very well applied in such
setup. It is considered an extension to Ward’s minimum variance method (see
[15]) that formally takes both into account — heterogeneity between groups and
homogeneity within groups in data. For this purpose it uses joint between-within
e-distance between clusters that constitutes the basis for agglomerative hierarchi-
cal clustering procedure the authors propose. They define e-distance between two
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sets of observations X1 = {xi1 : c(i1) = 1}, n1 = |X1| and X2 = {xi2 : c(i2) = 2},
n2 = |X2| as
(9) e(X1, X2) =
n1n2
n1 + n2
 2
n1n2
∑
i1 : c(i1)=1
∑
i2 : c(i2)=2
‖xi1 − xi2‖ +
− 1
n21
∑
i1 : c(i1)=1
∑
j1 : c(j1)=1
‖xi1 − xj1‖ −
1
n22
∑
i2 : c(i2)=2
∑
j2 : c(j2)=2
‖xi2 − xj2‖
 .
The value of e-distance between two resulting clusters may be considered a cluster
structure distinctness measure. It is expected to reflect changes in within-cluster
dispersion and between-cluster separation. It should also remain in tune with the
theoretical structure distinctness measure given by likelihood ratio (2) or its linear
approximation from [13].
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Figure 2. Heatmap —
Anderson-Bahadur mis-
classification error w/r
to growing between (x-
axis) and within (y-
axis) cluster dispersion.
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Figure 3. Heatmap
— Székely-Rizzo e-
distance (9) w/r
to growing between
(x-axis) and within (y-
axis) cluster dispersion.
Figures 2 and 3 compare variability of structure distinctness measures based on
Anderson-Bahadur ([13]) and Székely-Rizzo ([14]) proposals respectively. The for-
mer, similarly to the likelihood ratio theoretical distinctness measure, does depend
on both — between-cluster distance and within-cluster dispersion, while the lat-
ter essentially remains insensitive to within cluster dispersion, depending entirely
on the between class separation. This is an empirical insight which shows substan-
tial discrepancy between behavior of theoretical and intuitive structure distinctness
measure and e-distance given by (9), and hence points to another potential difficulty
when trying to replace the integral coefficient.
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3. Fisher’s distinctness measure
3.1. Model and notation. We consider a data set X = (x1, . . . , xn)T , X ∈ Rn×d
of n observations coming from a mixture of k d-dimensional normal distributions
f(x) = pi1f1(µ1,Σ1)(x) + . . .+ pikfk(µk,Σk)(x),
where
fl(µl,Σl)(x) =
1
(
√
2pi)d
√
det Σl
e−
1
2 (x−µl)TΣ−1l (x−µl).
We call each fl(µl,Σl), l = 1, . . . , k a component of the mixture and each pil,
l = 1, . . . , k a mixing factor of the corresponding component (see [12] or [16] and
[17] or [18] for comparison with alternative approaches). We assume that for all
the components equal mixing factors are assigned pi1 = · · · = pik = 1k . However,
we allow different covariance matrices Σl. Additionally, we assume large space
dimension with respect to the number of components d > k − 1 and take the
number of components k and class assignments as known.
We use lower index to indicate data set when sample estimates of parameters
are used. In particular, by µX ∈ Rd we denote sample mean and by ΣX ∈ Rd×d
covariance matrix for a data set X. For notation ease we center the data at the
origin µX = 0. We assume the covariance matrix to be of full rank, rank(ΣX) = d.
Let TX = nΣX be the total scatter matrix forX. We recall that a simple calculation
(see for instance [12] or [19]) splits total scatter into its between and within cluster
components TX = BX + WX . By µX,l and ΣX,l we denote empirical mean and
covariance matrix for class l, where l = 1, . . . , k. By MX = (µX,1, . . . , µX,k),
MX ∈ Rd×k we understand a matrix of column vectors of cluster means. We
assume the cluster means — as a set of points — to be linearly independent, so
rank(MX) = min(d, k − 1) = k − 1.
3.2. Fisher’s task as an eigenproblem. Originally (see [20]), the separation was
defined for 2 classes in single dimension v ∈ Rd as the ratio of the variance between
the classes to the variance within the classes
(10) Fo(v) =
vTBXv
vTWXv
.
and then minimized over possible directions to find the linear subspace (Fisher’s
discriminant) that separates the classes best
v∗ = argmin(F0(v)).
For our purposes we will use the formulation
(11) F (v) =
1
1 + 1Fo(v)
=
vTBXv
vTTXv
,
which is equivalent to (10) due to TX = BX +WX and yields the Fisher’s subspace
by maximizing over possible dimensions
(12) v∗ = argmax(F (v)).
As multiplying v by a constant does not change the result of (12), it can alter-
natively be expressed as a constrained optimization problem, namely
(13)
max
v∈Rd
vTBXv
subject to vTTXv = 1.
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The corresponding Lagrange function defined as
L(v;λ) = vTBXv + λ
(
vTTXv − 1
)
yields
∂L(v;λ)
∂v
= 2BXv − 2λTXv = 0,
so
(14) BXv = λTXv
must hold at the solution. Problem (14) is a generalized eigenproblem for two
matrices BX and TX . As we assume covariance matrix to be well-defined, total
scatter matrix TX is invertible, however T−1X BX is not necessarily symmetric so
it is a priori not obvious if the eigenvalues are real. Hence, a decomposition of
the matrix TX is required to reduce the generalized eigenproblem to a standard
eigenproblem for a transformed matrix.
Solving a standard eigenproblem for TX we obtain
(15) TX = ATXLTXA
T
TX .
Note, that ATX is orthonormal (i.e. ATXATTX = I so A
−1
TX
= ATTX ). Replacing in
(14) matrix TX with its spectral decomposition (15) we get
BXv = λATXLTXA
T
TXv = λATXL
1/2
TX
L
1/2
TX
ATTXv,
then multiplying by (ATXL
1/2
TX
)−1 from the left and by I in the middle we transform
it to
L
−1/2
TX
ATTXBXATXL
−1/2
TX
L
1/2
TX
ATTXv = λL
1/2
TX
ATTXv.
Now, substituting
B˜ = L
−1/2
TX
ATTXBXATXL
−1/2
TX
=
(
L
−1/2
TX
ATTX
)
BX
(
L
−1/2
TX
ATTX
)T
and
(16) v˜ = L1/2TX A
T
TXv
we get a standard eigenproblem for B˜
(17) B˜v˜ = λv˜.
Solving (17) and using the inverse transformation of (16)
(18) v = ATXL
−1/2
TX
v˜,
we obtain the solution v to the original problem (14), corresponding to the same
eigenvalue λ. In particular, it proves that with our model assumptions (14) can be
reduced to a standard eigenproblem
(19) T−1X BXv = λv,
which takes the matrix form of
(20)
(
T−1X BX
)
V = V L,
where L ∈ Rd×d is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues in a non-decreasing order and
V ∈ Rd×d is a matrix of their corresponding column eigenvectors.
Note that there is another alternative formulation of the problem (14) via canon-
ical correlation analysis (CCA), which may also come as a convenient way to see
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the task. In this setup Fisher’s eigenvalues correspond to squared canonical cor-
relation coefficients. We will not describe it here in details but we give references
for interested readers. The approach, referred to as canonical discriminant analysis
(CDA), was first mentioned in [21] and thoroughly described in [22]. The overview
of classical CCA is given for instance in [12].
3.3. Motivation. What we refer to as Fisher’s distinctness measure was inspired
by [23], where the idea of using the eigenproblem formulation of the Fisher’s dis-
crimination task and its respective eigenvalues for assessing certain properties of
data was used.
As explained in Subsection 3.2, Fisher’s discriminant task can be stated in terms
of eigenproblem given by (20). Then, its (k − 1) eigenvectors corresponding to
the (k − 1) non-zero eigenvalues span the Fisher’s subspace. Note that there are
k − 1 non-zero eigenvalues as according to the model assumptions rank(TX) = d
and rank(BX) = k − 1 and d > k − 1. Due to (20) we have
V TT−1X BXV = L,
so the eigenvalues capture variability in the spanning directions. As Fisher’s task
is scale invariant, the increase in variability may only be due to increase in between
cluster scatter or decrease in within cluster scatter so it is expected to capture
increase in structure distinctness very well. As squared canonical correlation coef-
ficients (see references in Subsection 3.2), the eigenvalues remain in the interval of
[0, 1] which also makes them easy to compare and interpret. Additionally, except
for being easy to compute numerically, they are also convenient to handle analyt-
ically, so they can easily be used in simulations as well as formal derivations and
justifications. What remains, is to propose function of the eigenvalues that could
serve as structure distinctness coefficient and analyze its performance. This was
done by means of simulation study and described in the next section.
4. Simulation study
4.1. Overview. Due to its analytical complexity (1) is virtually intractable for
mixtures with varied covariance matrices (heterogeneous) or of higher space di-
mension. However, it relatively easy undergoes simulations of Monte Carlo kind
and can easily be approximated numerically with the best linear approximation
described in subsection 2.2. As such, it may be used as a reference measure and
replaced with another coefficient that reflects its behavior but offers the advantage
of being computable and analytically tractable, also in a more complex setup.
The study was divided into two parts. In the first part two dimensional case was
studied in details. Normal distribution was parametrized in a way that allowed for
easy parameter control. Then all the possible combinations were tested and the
influence of change in between cluster separation and within cluster dispersion was
analysed. Three possible structure distinctness measures were compared — exact
integral measure (1), its best linear approximation described in subsection 2.2 and
Fisher’s eigenvalue. For two dimensional data, the maximum number of two clusters
was analysed (due to the assumption of d > k − 1), which led to one dimensional
projections. Therefore, there was just single Fisher’s eigenvalue to compare so
the two dimensional step could not give grounds for function selection. The two
dimensional study served as a thorough assessment of single Fisher’s eigenvalue
performance.
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In the second step multidimensional data was analyzed. Due to high number of
possible mixture parameter combinations only a random selection was considered.
This step was meant to confirm satisfactory performance of Fisher eigenvalues as
input for structure distinctness measure. Higher dimensionality allowed for larger
number of clusters, which resulted in (k−1) > 1 dimensionality of Fisher’s subspace.
As such, it also gave grounds for selecting appropriate function to transform (k −
1) eigenvalues into a single structure distinctness coefficient. Minimum λXmin and
average λ¯X over Fisher’s non-zero eigenvalues were calculated as follows
(21) λXmin = min
j∈{1,...,k−1}
λ
T−1X BX
j
and
(22) λ¯X =
1
k − 1
k−1∑
j=1
λ
T−1X BX
j ,
and compared with the Monte Carlo estimates of the integral measure (1). Note
that due to the larger number of classes allowed, wider comparisons with the best
linear separator, defined for k = 2 only, were infeasible.
Note that although the original concept (1) is defined in terms of overlap (simi-
larity) between the components, what is naturally captured by either minimum or
average over non-zero Fisher’s eigenvalues, reflects the opposite behavior, so should
rather be referred to as distinctness (dissimilarity) measure. Therefore we compare
it with (1 −MLEerr) (or (1 − Pminmax)), which is the probability of correct MLE
classification (or its best linear approximation). The transition from one to another
is typically straightforward, however we point that out explicitly to avoid confusion
or additional transformations of the coefficients.
Algorithm 4.1: TwoDimensionalDataGeneration(r, α, λ, q, k,N [])
for each cluster l ∈ {1, . . . , k}
do

comment:Determine cluster center µ
µ← (r · sin ((l − 1) · 2pik ) , r · cos ((l − 1) · 2pik ))
comment:Compute covariance matrix Σ
D ← diag(λ, q · λ) comment: dispersion and shape matrix
R←
(
cos(α) − sin(α)
sin(α) cos(α)
)
comment: rotation matrix
Σ← RDRT
comment:Generate data
draw N [l] observations
add cluster mean µ to each observation
return (data)
4.2. Two-dimensional simulations. To allow for easy control over mixture pa-
rameters, two dimensional mixture density was parametrized in a convenient way.
Cluster centers were located on a circle around origin (0, 0) with radius r that
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controlled between cluster distance. To allow for heterogeneity, for each cluster co-
variance matrix was determined separately. Within cluster dispersion was captured
by the leading eigenvalue λ = λ1, cluster shape by eigenvalues’ ratio q = λ2/λ1,
and cluster rotation by rotation angle α. Based on these parameters for each com-
ponent mean vector and covariance matrix were computed. For each component
the data was generated with the algorithm based on Cholesky decomposition, using
affine transformation property for multivariate normal distribution. The detailed
description of the algorithm is provided in [24]. Assuming the number of clusters is
given by k and N ∈ Rk contains desired cluster sizes, the above algorithm presents
subsequent steps of data generation.
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Figure 4. Design of two dimensional simulations — components’
position with respect to each other.
The simulation design is shown in Figure 4, which presents all possible combina-
tions of component position with respect to each other. Each of i = 1, . . . , 6 rows
corresponds to i · pi/6 angle rotation for the first (red) component, while each of
j = 1, . . . , 6 columns corresponds to j · pi/6 angle rotation for the second (green)
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component. Altogether it yields 36 basic mixture positions. For each position an
influence of a single factor is analyzed and this includes in particular – increase in
between cluster distance (Figures 7 and 8), increase in within cluster dispersion for
both (Figures 9 and 10) and for first (Figures 11 and 12) and second (Figures 13
and 14) spanning direction only. The special case of spherical clusters is analyzed
separately (Figures 15 to 18). All the results are available in Appendix, Section A.
Figure 5. Impact of increasing between cluster distance (second
column) and within cluster dispersion (third column) for mixtures
in positions as indicated in the first column. Red line indicates
exact (integral) structure distinctness, green — its linear approxi-
mate and blue — Fisher’s eigenvalue.
Example of what can be observed in all the charts is shown in Figure 5. Even
though the values for Fisher’s eigenvalue are much smaller, their variability reflects
behavior of the integral measure to a large extent. It is even more in tune with
the linear estimate, which is to be expected given the linear nature of the Fisher’s
discrimination task. Note, that the best linear approximate gives the upper bound
on the precision with which a linear concept may reflect behavior of the non-linear
integral measure. Also, it gives upper limit on classification accuracy using linear
classifiers, which is the case of Fisher discriminant. Note also, that the component
position in the upper row indicates homogeneity (i.e. equal covariance matrices for
both components). This property is lost when within cluster variability increases
for one of the components (last column). However, it remains when only between
cluster distance is affected (middle column). Therefore, exact integral measure and
its linear estimate overlap in this case.
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4.3. Multi-dimensional simulations. In higher dimensions direct analytical con-
trol over distance and dispersion of mixture parameters is much more complex. Ad-
ditionally, there are many more combinations to examine. As such, the simulations
were reduced to randomly chosen mixture parameters’ combinations corresponding
to the mixture position. For each position the impact of increasing between cluster
distance and within cluster dispersion was analysed. The study was designed to
verify adequacy of the information carried by the Fisher’s eigenvalues and to select
its appropriate function to serve as the structure distinctness coefficient. Results
are attached in Appendix A in Figures 19 to 22. In each row charts for random
but fixed set of cluster means are presented. Similarly, the set of covariance ma-
trices is random but fixed in each column. Mean vectors and covariance matrices
in d dimensions were determined using R package clusterGeneration, which im-
plements the ideas described in [25] and [26]. Additionally, mean coordinates are
re-scaled to lie in the interval [−3√d, 3√d] which corresponds to the range of the
maximum three standard deviations for covariance matrix. As such, the possible
overlap between components stretches from complete to negligible.
Figure 6. Effect of increasing between cluster distance (left col-
umn) and within cluster dispersion (right column). Upper row
gives results for three dimensional simulations, while bottom row
for five dimensional case. Green line indicates Monte Carlo esti-
mate of the integral structure distinctness, turquoise average non-
zero Fisher’s eigenvalue, while blue — Fisher’s smallest non-zero
eigenvalue.
Again, what can be observed in all the simulation plots in Appendix A is illus-
trated in Figure 6. Behavior of average Fisher’s eigenvalue as given by (22) reflects
variability of the integral measure. At the same time, minimum non-zero Fisher’s
eigenvalue (22) is less sensitive and therefore captures the changes in distinctness
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to a lesser extent, which becomes even more apparent as the number of dimensions
increases. As such, the average non-zero Fisher’s eigenvalue tends to outperform
the minimum non-zero Fisher’s eigenvalue and therefore the former shall be recom-
mended as the distinctness coefficient.
5. Conclusions.
In this work we derive and motivate measure of distinctness (or alternatively
– overlap) between clusters of data, generated from a Gaussian mixture model.
The approach uses alternative formulation of Fisher’s discrimination task, which is
stated in terms of a generalized eigenproblem. We show the task is well posed in
the context of the assumed model and can be reduced to a standard eigenproblem
with real eigenvalues. We then express the distinctness coefficient as the average
eigenvalue over the non-zero eigenvalues of the solution. We compare the behav-
ior of the coefficient with the generic (integral) measure of structure distinctness
defined in terms of the actual overlap between the corresponding distributions and
its best linear approximation. Although the values of the Fisher’s coefficient are
lower than the values of actual overlap, their dynamic reflects very well the behav-
ior of the generic integral measure and even better – its best linear approximation.
As opposed to the generic integral measure and its best linear approximation, the
Fisher’s coefficient offers the advantage of being not only numerically easily com-
putable but also analytically tractable, even in a complex setup, regardless of the
dimensionality of the space and heterogeneity of covariance matrices.
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Figure 7. Diagram of increasing between cluster distance
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Figure 8. For clusters in position as in Figure 4, each chart
presents impact of increasing between cluster distance according
to the pattern from Figure 7, measured with exact (1 −MLEerr)
(red), its linear approximation (1− Pminmax) (green) and Fisher’s
eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 9. Diagram of increasing within cluster dispersion – in
both spanning directions
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Figure 10. For clusters in position as in Figure 4, each chart
presents impact of increasing within cluster dispersion (both di-
rections) according to the pattern from Figure 9, measured with
exact (1 −MLEerr) (red), its linear approximation (1 − Pminmax)
(green) and Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 11. Diagram of increasing within cluster dispersion –
first spanning direction
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Figure 12. For clusters in position as in Figure 4, each chart
presents impact of increasing within cluster dispersion (first direc-
tion) according to the pattern from Figure 11, measured with exact
(1−MLEerr) (red), its linear approximation (1−Pminmax) (green)
and Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 13. Diagram of increasing within cluster dispersion –
second spanning direction
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Figure 14. For clusters in position as in Figure 4, each chart
presents impact of increasing within cluster dispersion (second di-
rection) according to the pattern from Figure 13, measured with
exact (1 −MLEerr) (red), its linear approximation (1 − Pminmax)
(green) and Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 15. Spherical components – diagram of increasing be-
tween cluster distance
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Figure 16. Diagram of balanced increase in within cluster dis-
persion (same increase for both clusters)
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Figure 17. Diagram of unbalanced increase in within cluster
dispersion (increase for one cluster only)
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Figure 18. For spherical clusters, each line follows the distance
pattern from Figure 15, each chart presents impact of increasing
within cluster dispersion – balanced in the first line (Figure 16,
unbalanced in the second (Figure 17), measured with exact (1 −
MLEerr) (red), its linear approximation (1− Pminmax) (green) and
Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 19. Three dimensions: for random (but fixed in each
row) set of cluster means and random (but fixed in each column)
set of covariance matrices, each chart presents impact of increas-
ing between cluster distance, measured with exact integral mea-
sure (green), average Fisher’s eigenvalue (turquoise) and minimum
Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 20. Five dimensions: for random (but fixed in each row)
set of cluster means and random (but fixed in each column) set
of covariance matrices, each chart presents impact of increas-
ing between cluster distance, measured with exact integral mea-
sure (green), average Fisher’s eigenvalue (turquoise) and minimum
Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 21. Three dimensions: for random (but fixed in each
row) set of cluster means and random (but fixed in each column)
set of covariance matrices, each chart presents impact of increas-
ing within cluster dispersion, measured with exact integral mea-
sure (green), average Fisher’s eigenvalue (turquoise) and minimum
Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
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Figure 22. Five dimensions: for random (but fixed in each row)
set of cluster means and random (but fixed in each column) set
of covariance matrices, each chart presents impact of increasing
within cluster dispersion, measured with exact integral mea-
sure (green), average Fisher’s eigenvalue (turquoise) and minimum
Fisher’s eigenvalue (blue).
